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Abstract

THE PHYSICAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS AT THE CZECH NUCLEAR
INSTALLATIONS AND THE Y2K ISSUE

The paper describes the joint effort of the State Office for Nuclear Safety, EZ, a.s., Nuclear Power
Plant Dukovany and EBIS Ltd., as a subcontractor, to solve the problem of the Y2K particularly in connection
with real time operation of the integrated physical protection system at Nuclear Power Plant Dukovany.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since 1998 State Office for Nuclear Safety deal with the Y2K in general and
particularly to ensure nuclear safety, radiation protection and emergency planing.

In the field of the physical protection on the basis of the available data of SUJB and
from utilities there will be no problems at small nuclear facilities handling nuclear material of
the category II and III where the independent electronic alarm systems are used to ensure the
physical protection. Also there will be no influence of the problem Y2K at the nuclear power
plant (NPP) Temelin (two unit of WWER-1000 reactors) which is under construction. For
integrated physical protection system of this nuclear power plant Y2K problem has been taken
into account in the stage of the design. According to the SUJB decision the integrated
physical protection system for NPP Temelin should start the operation at least three month
before first loading of the first unit (probably August, 2000).

It was recognised the serious impact of the Y2K problem at the physical protection
system of the NPP Dukovany (4 units of the WWER-440/213 reactors in operation), which is
based on the real time integrated computer system.

Therefore this paper considers how the scope of the Y2K problem was assessed for
NPP Dukovany and describes step-by-step action plan for fixing it. Criticality analysis
revealed non-compliant operational system what implies partial replacement of LAN
components and application software modification. Procedures for fixing the problem and
thoroughly testing of the systems are described.

During the performance of implementation and testing the requirements of the Czech
Law No. 18/1997 Coll. (Atomic Law) and Decree No. 144/1997 Coll. [1,2] should be
fulfilled. Licensee is obliged in advance to request SUJB for approval the documentation,
which describes details of proposed changes in PPS (technical and administrative measures).
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2. CRITICALITY ANALYSIS AND RESULTS OF VERIFICATION ON MODELS

Technical means of physical protection system (PPS) consist of many parts. It is
necessary to make an inventory of all of them and assess, in relation to Y2K issue, the
possible influence of every part to partial or total system malfunction. For the sake of
criticality analysis PPS can be divided into parts listed below:

• Operational system (OS) of computer network,
• Hardware of computer network,
• Work stations - operational system, BIOS and hardware,
• System time synchronisation mechanism,
• Hardware of entry control, detection and television (TV) subsystems,
• Application software.

2.1. Results of the analysis and verification

Above listed parts should be analysed separately and the results of the analyses should
be verified on appropriate models. From analyses on models, which simulate parts of the PPS,
performed by EBIS Ltd. (main supplier of PPS) under contract with NPP Dukovany, emerged
the following results:

Current computer system of PPS is file server oriented. It implies that all-important
data are being stored on fileserver. To assure reliability with no outage of computer
system, file server disk is mirrored to hot standby server disk. Mirroring and hot
standby is based on Novell 3.11 SFT (system fault tolerance) level III operational
system. This was the best solution in earliest 90's for this task. Servers are separated
from each other and are located in secure places nearby main and secondary control
rooms (PPS operational centres). Unfortunately, Novell did not choose this operational
system for Y2K testing and recommends to upgrade 3.11 version to 4.11, which is
Y2K ready [3].
Star structure of the computer system was made of Arcnet components. These network
components are not in production line nowadays and so that's why there is no support
for new operational systems and software. OS upgrade implies replacing of Arcnet
components by structural cabling with Ethernet components.
According to BIOS and workstation OS producer's statement and our tests there is no
Y2K problem and workstations are Y2K ready.
Time synchronisation mechanism is based on standard operational system services,
which guarantee correct functionality after network operational system replacement.

- Data collected from entry control, detection and TV systems does not contain time-
related information and are not sensitive to Y2K risk.
Tests on models shows, that application programs behaviour running under new
network operational system is not identical with old ones. There are some faults during
network recovery process after cut off of network communication connections.
Application software supplier will eliminate these faults.

2.2. Summary of Y2K risk analysis and tests

On the basis of the data given in 2.1. the following basic facts result:
Operational system Novell 3.11 SFT III can not be used after January 1, 2000.
IntraNetware SFT III must replace it.

- Ethernet components and cabling must replace Arcnet ones.
Application software must be adapted to new operational system and hardware.



3. REMEDIES AND LABORATORY TESTING

Correctional work on application software and its testing on models proceed at
present. Models are assembled so to comprise all technical means and theirs relations
important from the point of Y2K view. On the other hand, they need not comprise
components, which are not obviously relative. This approach is based on careful system
decomposition. The most important criterion for component inclusion to model is based on
time handling analysis.

Time related information is generated on two different levels - system and application
ones.

System time information is the source of real time for all applications. This time
information is generated by DCF module. This module periodically synchronises fileserver
and then fileserver synchronises workstations. This time synchronisation mechanism ensures
satisfactory time accuracy of workstations also during network communication cut off and
their autonomous degraded mode.

System provides time information to workstations and also to its own archive and
diagnostics software modules. It is necessary to test the accuracy of provided time
information according to known test methodology [3,4] and to verify correctness of
synchronised processes, to verify Y2K compliance.

Application processes attach to events system time and perform some time operations.
Time information transfer carry outs between workstations and fileserver and vice versa only
and therefore the tests on models can be implemented with the couple of workstation and
fileserver. Such model seems to be an adequate means for correct time transfer testing.

Tests of correct internal time calculations of application software must be made for
every module. These tests can be carried out separately.

When all partial tests of software modules, time synchronisation processes, system
recovery after communication breakdowns and network hardware are successfully completed
in laboratories it is necessary to test the whole system in real condition at nuclear power plant.

4. FIELD TESTING OF PHYSICAL PROTECTION SYSTEM

Preparation and tests performance will be carried out during the operation of nuclear
power plant. It implies that all provisions for physical protection of nuclear power plant in
operation [1,2] must be fulfilled. Self-evident effort is to minimise costly guards and
administrative measures. To prepare and perform tests without serious provision violation,
following requirements must be kept in mind.

4.1. Elaboration of timetable for tests

All activities will be performed in accordance with detailed timetable. This timetable
consists of test performance description, time information and possible risks which result
from test performance. Adequate administrative measures to ensure physical protection are
proposed.

4.2. Maximal system redundancy utilisation

Because of hot standby fileserver network operation system replacement does not
require long time computer system interruption. Replacement will be executed step by step
according to procedure described below.



4.2.1. Replacement of Arcnet by Ethernet components:

• new Ethernet cabling with network components will be prepared without
computer system interruption,

• reserve fileserver will be disconnect, Ethernet communication components will be
added to it and "disk mirror" from functional primary server will be made,

• primary server will be shut down and reserve server with Ethernet network will
start operation,

• step by step will be workstations (after primary Arcnet server disconnection in
autonomous mode) connected to reserve server,

• functionality of computer system with old operational system with Ethernet
communication wiring will be verified.

4.2.1. Replacement of operational system:

• replacement of OS on stopped primary server will be made, Ethernet
communication components will be added to it,

• "disk mirror" from reserve server in operation will be made to primary server with
new OS and reserve server will be shut down,

• primary server with new OS will start on Ethernet network,
• functionality of PPS with new operational system with Ethernet communication

wiring will be verified,
• "data mirror" to reserve server will be made and this server will start as the hot

reserve.
Redundancy of workstations enables the replacement of application software by the

same way. New application software will be installed to reserve workstation after its network
disconnection and within short time frame will be reserve and primary workstation changed.
There are reserve workstations in entry control and also detection systems.

4.3. Fast restoration of previous state

Elaborate timetable with redundancy utilisation will enable fast restoration of previous
functional state in the case of unsuccessful step. This will allow to solve unpredictable
troubles without PPS interruption.

4.4. Convenient test time frame selection

Y2K compliance test will be performed within appropriate time frame. Time frame
selection can minimise the negative influence of outage to operation of PPS and staff of
nuclear power plant. The most convenient time seems to be early morning during weekend.
There is only one tenth of passages through entry portal in comparison to rush hours because
of only operational staff presence. There are not any administrative workers, contractors etc.
This time frame does not fit to shifts change.

4.5. System diagnostics exploitation

On-line diagnostics of important system communication allows instant state assess. If
any important fault during test procedures occurs, work stops till repair ends.



4.6. Administrative measures

There are some administrative measures prepared, as mentioned formerly. Their
importance grows with the criticality of pursued operation. Vital areas of nuclear power plant
can be totally closed if any violation of PPS occurs during critical operation performance.

Total system functionality after operational system, network components and
application software replacement will be made in real time.

If there are not any fault during tests, system time will be manually set up to 23.00 of
December 31, 1999. Behaviour of the system will be observed. After reaching year 2000, all
tests will be made thoroughly again. If there are not any fault, real time will be manually set
up back and system will stay in operation. All archives originated during tests will be verified.
All testing event data will be erased from system archives.

4.7. Physical protection system degradation during test procedures

During the transition of detection system operator's workstation (console) to new
application software all alarms will be displayed on mimic panel.

Turnstiles spaced inside the NPP area enable autonomous mode. All automated checks
- access rights etc. will work without any degradation. If necessary, portable automated
checkpoints can be exploited without losing any events data.

Operators of detection and entry control systems can operate TV system during the
transition time manually and thus assess the security situation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Preparation and tests performance of physical protection system Y2K compliance will
not affect physical protection of nuclear power plant. Partial degradation of automated
functions can affect only comfort of system operator's staff. Prepared administrative measures
will be applied in case of unpredictable situations. Because of system redundancy only some
data will be lost or not valid (during the transition simulation).

The solution of the Y2K problem will be in detailed described in the safety report
according to the provisions of the Czech Law No. 18/1997 Coll. (Atomic Law) and
Regulation of SUJB No. 144/1997 Coll., on physical protection of nuclear materials and
nuclear facilities. This safety report should be approved by SUJB decision and verified by
SUJB inspection in 1999.
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